POLYMORPHISM IN POTASSIUM molecular cell, and the other two are each twice the simple cell edge so that the cell contains 16 molecules.
Introduction
The reduction of structure-factor calculation to Fourierseries summation would make it possible to perform the two principal types of computation in X-ray crystalstructure analysis by a single method which is particularly suited to such rapid computing devices as the electronic Fourier-summation computer X-RAC (Pepinsky, 1947) and Hollerith or IBM punched-card machines Donohue & Schomaker, 1949; Grems & Kasper, 1949; Cox, Gross & Jeffrey, 1949) . The purpose of this paper is to show how this reduction can be effected, and to point out the nature of the inherent error and a procedure by which it can be eliminated.
The Fourier transform of the unit cell of a crystal is a continuous function in reciprocal space which constitutes a complete description of the X-ray scattering properties of the unit cell, standing in exactly the same relation to the unit cell as the familiar atomic scattering function does to a single atom. It includes a description of the scattering properties of the crystal which results when the unit cell is repeated on the crystal lattice, for the structure factors of the crystal are merely the values which the unit-cell transform assumes at the points of the crystal reciprocal lattice. For this reason, as is well known, the ordinary calculation of structure factors can be replaced by Fourier transformation of the unit cell.
What remains to be shown is how Fourier transformation can in turn be replaced by the much easier process of Fourier summation. It is pointed out in §2 that, with a certain qualification to be noted immediately below, Fourier transformation can be replaced by the process of sampling the unit cell on a lattice (that is, producing the array of numbers which are the values assumed by the continuous electron-density function of the unit cell at the points of the sampling lattice), and then summing the Fourier series which has as coefficients the numbers obtained from the sampling; for this process will yield the same continuous periodic function in reciprocal space as would be produced by putting down the Fourier transform of the unit cell over and over again with its origin successively at each of the points of the lattice reciprocal to the sampling lattice. The qualification to be noted is that some method must be found for avoiding the effect of the overlapping which arises from the periodicity of the Fourier sum. In § 4 it is shown that this effect can, indeed, be rendered harmless by starting with a unit cell composed of hypothetical atoms, atoms whoso scattering has been made zero beyond a certain distance in reciprocal space. The final sections are devoted to an actual example of the use of the method and to a convenient method for producing any required hypothetical atom.
The fundamental relationship
Let the lattice vectors of a crystal be ax, a~, a a, so that the lattice points of the crystal are n=n~az+n~a2+naa3 (nl,n~.,%integers), and let x=x~al+z~a~+x3aa be the variable position vector in crystal space. Let d(x) be the electron-density function of the proposed unit cell. Now let the reciprocal-lattice vectors of the crystal be A 1 , A~, A a (defined in terms of the a's in the usual way), the reciprocal-lattice points be N=N1AI +N~A~+N3Aa (N1, N~, Ns integers), and the variable position vector in reciprocal space be X=X, AI + X~A~+ XaA~.
Then, as was pointed out in § 1, the Fourier transform
of the proposed unit cell takes on, at the crystal reciprocal-lattice points X=N, values D(N) which are the Fourier coefficients, or structure factors, of the proposed crystal For this reason, the calculation of structure factors can be replaced by Fourier transformation. Now let the numbers d(n') be the values assumed by the electron-density function d(x) at the points of a sampling lattice
! n = n z az + n9 a9 + n a aa (nz, ng, n a integers).
Then the Fourier sum (a~ a~a~) • d(n')e -~9"n'.x
(2) n' will yield D(X) repeated in reciprocal space at each point of the lattice
which is the reciprocal of the sampling lattice n'. the fact, referred to above, that the Fourier coefficients of a periodic function are the values sampled from the transform of any of its unit cells by the lattice reciprocal to its own lattice.)
3. Overlapping Because this fundamental relationship is strictly, as distinct from approximately, true, the only errors introduced in replacing Fourier transformation by sampling and Fourier summation are those due to the overlapping caused by the periodicity of the result. The overlapping can be reduced by increasing the fineness of the sampling lattice n', and hence the coarseness of the repetition lattice N', but this procedure is costly because it rapidly increases the number of terms appearing in (2). ~or, strictly speaking, can this procedure entirely avoid overlapping in the crystalstructure problem, because the proposed unit cell is finite in extent and therefore its transform is infinite in extent. Consequently, it would appear to be impossible to avoid some slight overlapping, no matter how fine a sampling lattice were used.
The method of hypothetical atoms*
A way out of the difficulty of overlap can, however, be found by making use of the fact that in X-ray analysis there is no use in calculating the structure factors of a proposed crystal at distances from the origin of reciprocal space greater than 2/h, for with X-rays of wave-length h no structure factors beyond that limit can be observed. It is quite proper, therefore, to calculate the structure factors of crystals in which the atoms have been replaced by hypothetical atoms whose scattering factors coincide with those of the corresponding real atoms out to a distance 2/~ in reciprocal space and are zero thereafter. Such crystals will possess structure factors which vanish outside the sphere of radius 2/h and which are identical with.those of the real crystal inside that sphere; accordingly, the transforms of the proposed unit cells of such hypothetical crystals take on, at the reciprocal-lattice points N, values which are zero~ for IN] > 2/A, and which are the desired values for IN I < 2/A. Consequently, the overlapping can cause no errors ff (1) the proposed unit cell is composed only of atoms whose transforms are cut off at 2/h, (2) the sampling lattice n' is a sublattice of the crystal lattice n, and (3) the repetition lattice N' is coarse enough to prevent overlapping of spheres of radius 2/h. The last of these conditions is clearly the same as requiring that the points of the repetition lattice N' be at least 4/h apart, i.e. that the points of the sampling lattice n' must be not more than ¼h apart. For copper radiation, with A= 1.54A., this minimum required fineness of sampling is 1-54/4-0.385 A. A Fourier summing device which can accept terms whose indices run from -30 to + 30, say, would therefore be capable, in the case of copper radiation, of dealing with unit cells not larger than 60 × 0"385-23A. on an edge. * An alternative method is to use atoms with a large temperature factor. The disadvantages are (a) that the structure factors so calculated cannot be compared directly with the observed structure factors, and (b) that the far-out structure factors so calculated are so small that they are rendered very uncertain by rounding-off errors. The advantage is that the atoms will have no diffraction rings and will accordingly be of smaller effective radius than the hypothetical atoms, so that sampling each atom will not take so long.
~f Note that they will not be zero for general points IX[ > 2/h, but only for reciprocal lattice points IN[ > 2/h, Hence condition (2) below.
The method can be used in three dimensions* to calculate all structure factors within the limiting sphere, or in two dimensions or one dimension to obtain a principal plane or principal line of structure factors. In the first case the coefficients for the Fourier sum will be obtained with the use of the full three-dim ensional hypothetical atoms, and in the other two cases with the projections of these atoms on a.plane or line. A method for calculating the appearance of hypothetical atoms, either in three dimensions or in projection, is given in § 6.
Example: lumisterol nitro-iodo-benzoate
Lumisterol nitro-iodo-benzoate occurs in crystals of space group P2~, with a--10.55, b=7.63, c--20.57A., /?--93.5 °, and with two molecules of CssH4004NI in each unit cell. There are some ll50F(h0l)'s, all of which are real, within the limiting sphere for copper radiation. Of these only halt" are independent quantities, because F(hO1) = F(hO1). All of these 575 independent structure factors have been calculated for a proposed structure by the present method, using Beevers-Lipson strips and a desk calculator as the Fourier summing device. l 2 t~ ' I ,-Jr 0 Fig. 2 . The region for the proposed unit cell of lumisterol nitro-iodo-benzoate. The sampling lattice n', which divides the cell into 30ths along a and 60ths along c, is partly indicated by the lighter lines. The value sampled from the proposed unit cell at the point P will enter the summation with indices 2, 3. An atom in the position indicated by circle 1 falls partly outside the region; the portion lost (indicated by the broken line) is reinserted by the corresponding part of the symmetryrelated circle 1'. Similarly, atom 2 is totally sampled by use of 2', 2" and 2'".
The first step was to draw out, on a scale of 4 cm. = 1 A., the region to which the proposed unit cell d(x) would be confined (see Fig. 2 ). Because the origin is a centre of symmetry for this choice of d(x), D(X) will be real and hence easy to compute.
Next the sampling sublattice n' was drawn in. Since 20.57/0.385 -54 and 10.55/0.385 -28, the proposed unit cell might have been sampled at 28ths along a and 54ths along c, and overlapping just avoided. But because the * Cochran (private communication) has used an ingenious device to overcome the difficulty of sampling in three dimensions. He calculates the iV(hlclo) structure factors by twodimensional sampling and Fourier summing of the projection, not of d(x), but of d(x) cos 21rloz.
Beevers-Lipson strips have the property of fielding the values of a Fourier sum only at intervals of 1/120 or 1/60 or 1/40 or 1/30 or 1/24 or... of the cell edge of the repetition lattice, and because it is desirable to have these evaluated points coincide with the reciprocallattice points N of the crystal itself so that no interpolation is required, n' was chosen to sample at 30ths along a and 60ths along c. This ensured that evaluating the Fourier sum at 30ths by 60ths would yield the array of structure factors directly.
Projections on a plane of the hypothetical atoms corresponding to C, CH, CH2, CH 3, N, 0 and I were next calculated by the method given in § 6 and were prepared on strips of transparent material as in Fig. 3 . Table 1 gives the figures necessary to construct these strips. Then each atom in turn was pivoted by means of a pin at the point on the drawing proposed as its centre and swung about so that its contribution to the electron density at each point n' could be read off and written down next to that point. When this had been done for all the atoms the entries for each point n' were added together, and the resulting set of numbers was the array of coefficients used in the Fourier summation.* (In order to reduce rounding-off errors, the strips were made to show true electron density multiplied by 10. Midway through the summation all figures were divided by 10 to compensate for this.) Notice that, because d(x) has a centre of symmetry at the origin, the sampling had to be carried out only for the lower half of the region. In carrying out the sampling, several points must be carefully attended to if the numbers produced are indeed to be the sampled values of a function possessing the full symmetry of a unit cell of the crystal and capable,when repeated on the crystal lattice, of representing the proposed electron distribution of the crystal: (a) Each atom in the asymmetric unit must be completely sampled, any contribution falling outside the lower half of the region being put in again at the points dictated by the symmetry elements. Fig. 2 gives an illustration of this.
* This array of numbers is, in the terminology of the (F o-Fc) synthesis (Cochran, to be published), the ~'¢ synthesis. These numbers need only be subtracted from the F o synthesis, when that has been calculated, to yield directly the (Fo--F~) synthesis.
Contributions a~ a boundary of the region will have to be entered both where they immediately occur and at other symmetry-related portions of the boundary. (b) The values finally employed at the boundaries and corners of the region must be the sampled values divided by the number of unit cells meeting at those boundaries or corners ; otherwise, d(x) will not correctly represent the crystal when repeated on the crystal lattice. for For other space groups the above remarks still apply. Furthermore, it should be noted that in any space group the actual sampling need be carried out only over the asymmetric unit of the pattern, the ordinary Fourier expression then reducing to the well-known special form for the space group in question. For any space groups in which the unit cell does not possess a centre of symmetry at the origin, two summations will have to be performed to give the real and imaginary parts of the transform, the first using the centrosymmetrical array of coefficients It should also be noted that equation (2) possesses a negative exponential, whereas the Fourier expression used for calculating electron-density maps has a positive exponential. This fact will necessitate a slight alteration in the details of summing in non-centrosymmetrical cases only.
Finally, the Fourier summation was carried out in the ordinary way. The results of the summation had now to be multiplied b y 21a ~ × a~ I = 2 × (area of a unit parallelogram of the sampling lattice)=2 × (area of unit cell)/ (60×30)-0.24067.
(The factor 2 arose from the customary halving of the sum in the course of summation.) For example, the uncorrected value for ~'(0, 0) was 2881; upon multiplication by 0.24067 this became 693, which may be compared with the true value for F(0, 0) of 696. Table 2 lists the F(50/)'s as calculated by this and by the usual method. The disagreement factor for this line is6%.
The times required for the several operations were as follows. Preparation of the sampling lattice: 1 hr. Preparation of the strips representing hypothetical atoms: 1 hr. for each type of atom. (These strips do not, of course, have in general to be redone for other calculations.) Sampling and adding to obtain coefficients: 15 mln. per atom in the asymmetric unit. Thus the total investment of time before the summation was begun was, for the present example, about 16 hr. The time required for the summation, using Beevers-Lipson strips, was about 36 hr., giving a total of about 52 hr. for the entire process. It is estimated that by the usual method the total time required by the same person would have been about 125 hr.
Calculation of the appearance of hypothetical atoms
In order to calculate the appearance of a hypothetical atom, a necessary preliminary to the sampling procedure, it is first necessary to know the scattering factor, or Fourier transform, of the real atom which it is to replace. It may include any effects of temperature, non-sphericity, etc., which are desired. This transform, when terminated abruptly at the desired distance from the origin, is the transform of the hypothetical atom. The remaining problem is to effect the transformation to real space. This can be performed for spherical atoms by the well-known forms to which the Fourier transformation reduces in the spherically symmetric case (James, 1948; Cruickshank, 1949) . However, sampling and Fourier summatio~t provide a more rapid method and one which is not restricted to spherical atoms. In this case it is impossible totally to avoid overlapping, but if the sampling lattice N' is sufficiently fine (for example, intervals of 0.1 A. -z) the hypothetical atoms will be well separated (10A. for the figures just given) and overlap will be negligible. The function to be sampled is the entire terminated scattering factor, or the appropriate plane or line section through the origin, according as it is the three-dimensional hypothetical atom, or its projection on a plane or a line, that is desired. If the atom is spherical, the Fourier sum need be evaluated only along one radial line. atom whose scattering factor is that of a carbon atom (Viervoll & 0grim, 1949) , with a temperature factor B=3.5 x 10 -1~, out to 1.3 A. -1 (limit of the reflecting sphere for copper radiation) and zero thereafter. The strip for carbon ( Fig. 3) was prepared from this curve. (b) Solid curve: the scattering curve of the atom in (a). Dots: the scattering curve obtained from the carbon strip of Fig. 3 , showing that the errors due to rounding off and to the finite extent of that strip were not serious. Fig. 4 shows the result of applying this method in two dimensions to the carbon atom. The scattering curve was that given by Viervoll & 0grim (1949}, with a temperature factor B=3.5 x 10 -IS, terminated at 2/(1.54 x 10-s) -1.3A.-*. The sampling was done on a square lattice 0" 1A. -x on an edge. It will be seen that the diffraction rings fall to a density less than 0.1 e.A. -2 at distances from the centre of the atom greater than about 2A. For the lumisterol calculation the hypothetical atoms were simply not produced beyond that point. That this termination introduced no serious error may be seen from Fig. 4(b) , in which the scattering curve calculated from the hypothetical atom actually employed agrees closely with the desired scattering curve.
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